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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

Front of Support – Statement no. 32
Storming the building of Syrian Al-Ikhbariya Channel - Rif Dimashq

All praise be to Allah, and peace and blessings be upon His messenger, the seal of all
prophets; to proceed
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(And among men is he who sells himself to seek the pleasure of Allah; and Allah is
Affectionate to the servants) 205 Surah Al-Baqara
The war declared by the regime on Syria and its people have reached to everything, and
everything has been used in it, and from what has been used the State Media which the
people are paying the price of its equipment, and cost of its buildings, and the bills of its
continuity, and they are still paying.
So this media was a soldier with the murderous soldiers, and Shabiha with the bawdy
Shabiha, the Syrian Al-Ikhbariya Channel was one of the striking arms of the regime, how
many times it has lied and fabricated, and invented and excelled in criminality, until Allah
permitted with His favor and generosity for the soldiers of the Front of Support to make it
taste from the glass of torment, and fill its mouth and the mouth of every media official from
the devils of the regime pus, purulence and bitterness, and to make him wonder: “When will
my turn come?” as for the process of the operation, the target was chosen and it was
monitored and reconnaissance of the movements of its elements, the entrances and exits of
the channel’s building, and at the 4 am on Wednesday 8 Shaban 1433 A.H. corresponding
2012/06/27, with the grace of Allah the building was stormed by the lions of the Front – may
Allah give them victory – they engaged with its guards until Allah defeated them, and they
were killed, injured and captured, then the mujahidin of the Front completed the mission to
destroy the administration, offices and studious with IEDs, and they returned safely with the
grace of Allah.
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And here we have some words:
Firstly:
No one outbids on the Front regarding this operation, by saying: It isn’t right to attack the
media or the journalists especially that we have said that this lying channel is a combatant
and its effect might be more from a military detachment, it was glorifying and praising the
Tagut in day and night, also where were those of sensitive feelings who condemned and
denounced the attack when tens of reporters and photographers were killed who reported
the events of the revolution whom the regime and its dogs excelled in torturing and killing
them brutally which history has not known worst than it.
Or these reporters have no one to cry for them, thus no one needs to condemn and
denounce for them because unfortunately they will be forgotten after one or two days.
Secondly:
If anybody nibbles this action from a shar'ia point we have to remind who forgot or
overlooked that the messenger of Allah peace and blessings of Allah be upon him when he
conquered Mecca ordered to kill certain people even if they held the curtains of the Kaaba,
including Abduluzza bin Khatal and one or two female singers, among five or six persons,
was it mentioned about them that they were fighters or they were poets and people of
singing who satirized Islam and its prophet and followers? Their work was a reason to kill
them, so are the curtains of the Kaaba less sacred than the building of the Syrian AlIkhbariya Channel, what is the matter with you? How judge you?
Thirdly:
The regime have launched a war with all what that word means since the early days, and the
people remained sometimes in goodness, and sometimes in overlooking, neglecting that the
matter is a battle, but for how long, even after the recent speech of the tyrant will we
remain in inattentiveness from the battle and it essence? Even after he stated that he is
living a war and that the government that has been formed its task is winning in this war?
So there is no middle position for anyone, the regime with its Tagut won’t accept that, and
the people of jihad with their clear path and the strength of their certainty won’t accept that
also.
Everyone has to decide: Which of the two groups he chooses, and to which of the two
parties he will belong? And let be the stand before Allah Almighty the motive for this choice.
And Allah is the best knower.

Peace and blessings be upon our messenger Muhammad, his household and righteous
companions.
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And Allah is the master of His affair, but most people do not know
Front of Support for the people of Al-Sham
From the Mujahidin of Al-Sham in the fields of jihad
Media Section
Don’t forget us in your righteous Dua
All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.
10 Shaban 1433 A.H. – 2012/06/30

Greetings from your brethren
At
(Furasn Al-Balagh Media)

Forget us not and the Mujahideen from your Du'a
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